Introduction
Dirichlet problems with measures as data have been widely studied recently by various authors, for instance [BG] , [BGV] , [BS] , [BCP] , [GV] , [Ral] - [Ra6] , [Lia] , [LM] , [At] . Most of them concern the homogeneous boundary Dirichlet condition except in [GV] , where a semilinear equation is studied with a measure as a boundary condition. In this paper, we will discuss a kind of more general mixed boundary condition.
More precisely, consider the following problem:
where a is a Caratheodory function defined in H x R x II~~, H is a smooth bounded open set B is defined on ~SZ = F = Fo U Fi formally by Bu = u on Fo and Bu = a ~ n on I'1, ~a and ~b equal to 0 or 1, p E ] 1, cx~ ~, s will be precised later, n is the outer normal to r 1, M(Q) (resp. M(F)) is the set of bounded Radon measures on S2 (resp. F). We assume v = 0 on Fo.
The function â is required to satisfy the standard Leray-Lions assumptions :
(A2) for a.e. x ~ 03A9, for all u ~ R, all 03BE ~ RN where C is a positive constant, 7 p)) and (A3) for a.e. In the first time, we interpret in the distribution sense, but as pointed out by a counter-example given by Serrin [Se] , the weak solution given in that sense is not unique. This lack of uniqueness is widely explained in [Ra6] . [Ra6] for Dirichlet equations).
An uniqueness result is also given in [BBGGVP] Recently, Xu [X] borrows the same ideas as in [BBGGVP] , [Ral] and [Ra2] [Ra3] or [At] . (C is independent of l~) . For x E F, = u ~x) + ~ -~c ~~) ~' : thus, it has a limit in -oo , -~-oo ~, when k go to infinity; we denote this limit by By Fatou's lemma and Lebesgue dominated convergence, when letting k go to infinity, we obtain the inequality (1).
For the last inequality, let u E with the condition From usual Sobolev imbedding theorem, applied to ~(u~), we can obtain:
(C is independent of k) and noticing that thus arguing as for the inequality (1) and using the above inequality, we derive the inequality (2) . R emark. - The existence of a trace function can also be derived by showing that u is p-quasicontinuous in Q. The proof is the same as in [Ra3] where C is independent of nand k.
(iv) We apply Lemma 1.3 to un and we have for any r and r' verifying 0~r~, (using the previous estimate and noticing that pT > 1), where C is independent of n. Nloreover, using Lemma 1.4 and the above estimate for q Ẽ 1 , ~~~~ -1) ~ w here C is independent of n. The estimates (7), (8) and (9) We finally can pass to the limit in (6) and obtain that u is a weak solution of problem (P). We define the sequences and 1/n as in section 3, but and vn must satisfy an additional condition:
We will distinguish the cases p > 2N/(N + 2) and p 2N/(N + 2). There is a solution u~, E n for this problem (see [LL] for the existence and [RT] for L~-estimates). We have for un the following estimates obtained with the same test functions as in section 3, that is: where is independent of n; with C independent of n.
But we cannot use Lemma 1.3 for un ; we introduce another function un by noticing that, for all T 1 there exists cn such that We fix Note that and Lemma 1.3 can be applied to Un with r = (1 -T)Np/(N -p) (> 1). .
Exactly:
with C independent of n (choose v = in ( 10) ) . So ~ C with C independent of n and then 03A9 |un ('' dx C. Using Lemma 1.4 for un we have the following inequality with with C independent of n.
We introduce u as in section 4. We can apply Vitali's lemma when n -~ o0
(note that r > cr) to prove that un, a(x, u, Du) and that u is a weak solution of problem (P).
We assume here that â does no depend explicitely on un; we note â(x, Dun) and we consider the following problem, after fixing a real There exists a solution u~ E verifying (10bis): for proving this we apply the Leray-Lions theorem [LL] and L°°-estimates results [RT] ; we find a function wn E n such that ~'~ wn d.r = 0, and for all v E As in the first case, there exists cn such that ~'~ + c~) dx = 0. . So, un = wn + c~ verifies ( lobis), and we derive the estimates below:
where is independent of n; with C independent of n; with C independent of n.
We conclude as in the first case and find a weak solution u for the problem (P). LEMMA 6.1.2014 The sequences un introduced in (6) and (10) 
